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NumericalSimulationof FreshConcrete(3)
Three-Dimensional Discrete Element Simulation of Slump Flow for Self-Compacting Concrete
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2, MODEL USED

I. INTRODUCTION
The slump flow test is one of the most popular methods of eval-

It is consideredthat single-phasemodel is suffrcientfor the flow

uating the consistency of concrete, both in the laboratory and

simulation of granular material. It was shown, however, that fresh

construction sites due to its easeof operation and the portability,

concrete cannot be modeled as single-phaseand must be modeled

where the slump is greater than24cm [1]. The slump flow test
(Fig. 1) specifiedby the JapanSociety of Civil Engineers(JSCE)

as multi-phase material 12, 3l.In DEM model, the increaseof
phase numbers and small particle sizes like that of cement and

judges the capability of concrete to deform under its own weight

sand extremely complicates the simulation and the calculation

against the friction of the surface with no other external restraint

speedalso becomesvery slow. All previous models known to the

present. This is a conventional method widely used for evaluating

authors used either one-phasemodel or two-phase model, which

the flowability of concrete. This test, however, cannot evaluate

includes aggregateand mortar property in the sameelement' In this

concrete's passage through reinforcement bars because this is

research,two-phasemodel has been adoptedbut in a different way.

determined by {eformability under limited extemal restraint due to
the large free surface. Even concrete with the same slump flow can

Here, aggregateand mortar have been modeled using separateelement using three-dimensional particle flow code (hereafter,

have different behavior when passingtrough suchobstacle as rein-

PFe\,

forcing bars, depending on their mix proportion.

element has been used to model the mortar and aggregate.

as a tool, to simulate behaviors of fresh concrete. Sphere

Detailed description can be found in Noor and Uomoto [4].In the
paper [4], first qualitative value of different parameterwas calcu100

lated, and then mortar and aggregatesimulations were conducted
separately. Finally, concrete simulation was performed using
those values, selectedduring mortar and aggregatesimulation. The
constitutive model used in this paper is same as the constitutive

Slump
Cone

model used in paper by Noor and Uomoto [4].

3. MODELSETUP
In order to set up model to run a simulation, three fundamental

Slump flow
Fig. 1

Slump flow Test. Simulation
(Dimensions in mm)

sizes is

half

of

this.

components of the problem must be specified: (a) an assembly of
particle, (b) contact behavior and material properties and (c)
boundary and initial conditions. The particle assemblyconsists of
the location and size distribution of particle. The contact behavior
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and associatedmaterial properties dictate the type of responsethe
model will display upon disturbance. Boundary and initial conditions define the inisitu state. The starting point of the most
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simulation is a denseassemblyof particles that are containedwith-

eter and same volume. It is seen from the Fig. 2 porosity

in a given region of spaceand are in equilibrium. Unfortunately,

decreasesas the overlap increases.So, by changing the percent

there is no unique way to fill a polyhedral spacewith sphereto a

overlap initial porosity can be changed.

given porosity unlessregular packing are required-for example,
face centered cubic arrays. All published works known to the

4, MODEL SIMULATION TIME

authors on computer simulations of the particle-packing problem

The effect of simulation time has been observed by running

have employed arbitrary non-physical rules to decide upon the

same compacted state for different time (Fig. 3). Longer simulation

final particle positions. In present research, however, complete

produces higher percent slump (slump height/slump cone height)

process was simulated according to Newtonian mechanics with

but it does not mean that continuously rururing would produce fur-

particle interactions controlled according to the contact mechanics.

ther slump flow. After some threshold time slump flow will be

To simulate the particle deposition process, particles were ran-

stopped. Basically it dependson the kinetic energy or the unbal-

domly generatedwithin a prescribed region and then subjectedto

anced force of the system. When these two become very low

a gravity field so that they fall as rain within defined container

further flow will not be occurred. That is why in this paper final

walls. As a consequence,particles collided with the containerwalls

simulation has been continued for longer time greater than the

and each other and computations are continued until an equilibri-

threshold value. But for the sensitivity analysis shorter time has

um configuration of the resultant particle was attained. At the end

been used to savethe running time. This explanation is given here

of the processbefore the particles settle down they continue mov-

becausein parametric study in some casesthe slump flow is not

ing due to the inertia forces. Cycles of relaxation were neededto

near the flow range, this is just due to shorter running time.

settle down the particles. For relaxation processsome cycles were
applied. Before starting compaction process the amount of element
of each mortar and aggregatehave been calculated using the mix

5. PARAMETER SELECTION PROCEDURE FOR FLOW

BEHAVIOR

proportion given in Table 1. Also, the equivalent density [4] of

In Noor and Uomoto [5], they proposed DEM parameterssuit-

mortar and aggregatehas been calculated using the mix proportion

able for fresh concrete simulation, after conducting extensive

shown in Table 1. To observe the effect of overlap towards the

simulation on lifting sphere viscometer test. Authors of this

porosity of compacted state of slump flow simulation, porosity has

paper first tried to use their proposed parameters for simulating

been calculated (Fig. 2)for different overlap with sameball diam-

slump flow. These parameters were found to simulate the lifting
sphere viscometer test very well. With these parameters the

Table I
Mixture
type

Basic mix proportion of concrete.

authors did their first slump flow test, but slump flow has not been

Unit weight (tg/m3)

W/C
(%)

Water

Cement

Sand

observed,instead normal slump has been observed.
Gravcl

746

Powder

Fresh Concrete
0.3500

Slump Simulation
-.Initial Porosity

-

h

Slump (0.6 sec.)

0.3375
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Fig.3 Slump flow simulation.
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It was, therefore, needed to find out the parameters, which

報

force between the particles. The effect of the normal stiffness to the

the slump simulation.

shearstiffnesshas been shown in Fig. 6. It is observedfrom Fig. 6

Sensitivity analysis was neededto observethe effect of individual

that the slump value is near the flow range. As the simulation time

parameters towards flow behavior. The effect of mortar element

lower than the threshold value higher slump value was not

would

produce flow

behavior in

normal stiffness, ball diameter, ratio of normal to shear stiffness,

obserued.If the simulation were longer, then the slump flow could

bond have been selectedfor sensitivity analysis.Thereforeoseveral

be achieved.All this runs were conducted without the bond value

runs were conducted to observe the behavior of mortar element

for both the normal direction and sheardirection.

spring, which is shown in Fig. 4. It can be observed from Fig. 4

To observe the effect of bond on the slump flow value several

that slump value increaseswith the decreaseof the stiffness value

analyseswere conducted for a particular grading, mortar element

of the mortar element but not sufficient slump has been
observed.Then, instead of using equivalent grading for the mortar

size and mortar element stiffness (shear)value, and the calculated
'7
result is shown in Fig. 7 .lt can be said from Fig. that by con-

element, equal size mortar element has been introduced. Several

trolling the bond one could achieve different slump flow or

runs were conducted and shown in Fig. 5. It is seen from Fig. 5

different slump value. After these sensitivity analyses, para-

that as the ball diameter increases the slump value increases

maters responsible in flow simulation in propused in Table. 2.

accordingly. This reveals the fact that the ratio of the particle sur-

6. SIMULATION RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS

face to particle volume increases with the decrease of the ball
diameter; and in this way increases the shear rate between the

After all thesedetailed analyses,one finalrun was conductedfor

phases. By seeing this effect, the value of the ratio of the normal

longer time. Using the parametersshown in Table. 2. The simula-

stiffness to shear stiffness has been increasedto reduce the shear

tion time was more than 6 sec. and the slump flow was achieved,

Table 2

Siffness,礁

Bond value betweenballs (N)

She鉗

Norlnal

Silnulation

Simulation parameter values.

Stiffness,Ks

(N/m)

(N/m)

Mortar

229.8

6.00

Aggrcgate

1.OE+05

5.OE+04

Friction factor
between balls

Shear bond value

Noemal bond value

0.0

0.01

0.01

0.0

0.0

Fresh Concrete
AggregateElement=GradingUsed
Mortar Element=GradineUsed
Mortar K"/kr=2
Simulation Time = 0.6 sec

Fresh Concrete
Aggregate Element = Grading Used
Mortar Element = Equal Size Used
-.Slumo (Percent)

Slump (Percent)

Simulationtime = 1.75 sec.
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Fig. 4

Effect of mortar normal stiffness on slump value.
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Fig. 5

Effect of mortar element ball diameter on slump value.
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Fig.8 Slump flow simulation.Simulation time 7.5 sec.(a)plan宙
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of stiffness ratio on the slump value.

which

is shown in Fig.

8. The value

of the percent

slump

achieved is 90 percent, which is above than required slump value
for flow to be measured and slump flow obtained is approximately equal to the 60 cm.

０
０

-.Mortar elementKn/K,= 50
----^----Mortar elementK /K = 25

(Manuscript received,JULY 10, 2000)
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